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 Executive Briefing: Copyright Digest No.2 
 
The Academic Content and Communication Strategy Group (ACCSG) Copyright Sub-Group ‘Executive 
Briefings’ aim to provide SCONUL members and their colleagues with up-to-date information on UK, 
EU and global copyright, licensing and IPR matters as they relate to HE.  The Copyright Digest 
summarises any key changes and new developments on the horizon. 
 
SCONUL Copyright Training  
As a result of your responses to our copyright training survey sent out in May, we are running courses 
in Cardiff (26th Jan), Manchester (30th Jan), London (17th Feb) and Leicester (20th Feb). Training will be 
provided by Naomi Korn Copyright Consultancy in association with Chris Morrison and Dr Jane Secker. 
Visit SCONUL Events for details of the full programme and registration. 
 
A big 'thank you' to everyone that responded to the survey, as we received a total of 76 responses. 
Respondents expressed a high level of interest in SCONUL providing regionally based copyright 
training, particularly if the costs were also competitive. 
 
The top three areas of copyright law and licensing that most universities would like to see training 
provided for were:  
 
• The new and amended exceptions to copyright law and their impact on HE 
• General copyright awareness and keeping up-to-date with changes in the law 
• Managing compliance with the CLA HE Licence  
 
These areas will be addressed in the SCONUL courses running in the new year. 
 
New UK copyright exceptions 
New copyright exceptions were introduced in October. A key feature of all three exceptions is that the 
terms of a contract will no longer restrict the ability to carry out these acts: 
 
Private Copying – it is now permissible to make personal copies of copyright works for private non-
commercial use (i.e. burning a CD you have purchased to the cloud). 
 
Quotation – the exception allows the quotation of any work which has been made available to the 
public for any purpose, provided the use is ‘fair dealing’ and the amount used is no more than is 
required for the purposes of quotation. A sufficient acknowledgement should always be made. 
 
Parody, Caricature and Pastiche – the exception allows the use of any work for the purpose of parody, 
caricature or pastiche, provided the use is ‘fair dealing’. 
 
Further guidance for users, creators and copyright owners is available on the IPO copyright website. 
 
Orphan Works Licensing Scheme Launched 
In October the UK Government launched the UK Orphan Works Licensing Scheme and implemented 
the European Orphan Works Directive. The Intellectual Property Office (IPO) can issue a licence to 
allow an orphan work to be used for commercial or non-commercial use. The application must be made 
online, an application fee must be paid, and a licence fee may also be applicable. A ‘diligent search’ 
must also be undertaken to try and find the missing right holders.  
 
The IPO will maintain the public Orphan Works Register, and may refuse to grant a licence if they 
believe that a diligent search is inadequate, if the proposed adaptation of the work might be derogatory, 

http://www.sconul.ac.uk/event/sconul-copyright-training-2015
https://www.gov.uk/intellectual-property/copyright


or that it would not be in the public interest to grant a licence. Note that stand-alone artistic works such 
as photographs are included in the Scheme. 
 
Cultural and historical bodies campaigned for many years for an Orphan Works Licensing Scheme - 
time will tell if it will work successfully in practice. Further information and guidance is available on the 
IPO Orphan Works website.  
 
CLA HE Licence update 
Overseas Campus-based Students (OCBS) Pilot 
The CLA are currently running a pilot for an add-on licence for universities requiring cover for students 
based overseas and enrolled at an overseas campus. Feedback will be collected from participating 
HEIs and in June 2015 the CLA will begin a consultation process. They will also meet with 
UUK/GuildHE with a view to the provision of a permanent licence being available for the beginning of 
the next academic year.  
 
Retention of digital copies 
Works which become excluded from the CLA licence during the academic year can now remain on a 
VLE for the duration of that academic year. This will reduce the workload on university staff to remove 
excluded content and remove disruption to students.  The CLA will continue to send out repertoire 
updates to licensees but now on a quarterly basis rather than monthly.   
 
Check Permissions search tool 
The new Check Permissions search tool now includes details of NLA licence coverage for newspapers 
under the NLA Education Establishment Licence.  With effect from 1st August 2014, the CLA is now 
the exclusive UK agent for the NLA.  
 
Proposed central content store 
The CLA is exploring initiatives to further reduce reporting requirements with a proposal to introduce a 
central repository where HEIs can store Digital Copies created under the HE licence, within their 
existing workflows.  A survey was sent out to Licence Co-ordinators in August this year, to start building 
a set of requirements and seek approval from rightsholders.  
 
Visit the CLA HE website  for supporting documents as well as the latest news and developments for 
HE customers. 
 
LACA / CILIP #catch2039 campaign 
Libraries and Archives Copyright Alliance (LACA) and CILIP are leading a campaign to ensure the 
Government reduce the term of copyright protection in certain unpublished text based works, 
engravings and anonymous artistic works (except photographs). The aim is to reduce the term from the 
end of the year 2039 to lifetime plus 70 years before the end of the current Parliament. 
www.cilip.org.uk/freeourhistory 
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